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The outcome of the correspondence between Colquhoun and Van
Hoven was a comprehensive scheme for dealing with die whole Jewish
problem - poor relief, lack of industrial education and undesirable im-
migrants - drawn up by Colquhoun from notes by Van Hoven and
approved by Abraham Goldsmid. It was embodied in a private Bill
which was opposed from all quarters-and dropped: the Sephardim
objected to amalgamation with die much poorer Ashkenazim, the Ash-
kenazim feared a levy on their resources, die London parishes protested
against the proposal to allocate to the scheme half the poor rate assessed
on Jews.^7 Its only result was the Jews' Hospital at Mile End founded
in 1806' for the aged poor and the education and employment of youth'.
Here the boys were taught shoe-making and basket-work and in course
of time a mahogany-chair manufactory was started, but in 1840 the lack
of industrial openings for the London Jews still existed. The Hand
Loom Commissioners found in all Jewish educational institutions a
desire to bring up the children to some trade so that they should not be
forced into street-trading, and thought that the Jews' Hospital would
in the course of a generation remove the difficulty by providing a
sufficient body of Jewish master-tradesmen to whom boys could be
apprenticed.68
All foreigners in London who had an outlandish look were liable to
be roughly treated, or at least abused, by the mob. The Jews were very
unpopular (Moritz says more so than in Germany), Jew-baiting became
a sport, like cock-throwing, or bull-baiting or pelting some poor
•wretch in the pillory. Place ascribes the special ill-treatment of Jews to
. the robbery and murder in Chelsea (which drew upon them the atten-
tion of Sir John Fielding in 1771) for which four Jews were hung. .
Every Jew was in public opinion implicated, and the prejudice, ill will and
brutal conduct this brought upon the Jews, even after they had been detected
and punished for it, did not cease for many years.. 'Go to Chelsea* was a
common exclamation when a Jew was seen in the streets and was often the
signal of assault. I have seen many Jews hooted, hunted, cuffed, pulled by the
beard, spit upon, and so barbarously assaulted in the streets, without any
protection from the passers-by or the police, as seems when compared with
present times, almost impossible to have existed at any time. Dogs could not
be used in the streets in the manner many Jews were treated. One.circum-
stance among others put an end to the ill-usage of the Jews.,.. About the

